Abstract: For manipulating nanoparticles, we propose a nanotweezer named plasmonic bowtie notch (PBN) by adding a thin metal film to the bottom of plasmonic bowtie aperture. The PBN can exert a large trapping force on nanoparticle because the enhanced field of resonance mode can be much accessed by nanoparticle. The optical properties and factors influencing trapping force of PBN are fully investigated and discussed. The optimized PBN shows an excellent trapping capability with ultralow threshold excitation intensity of 0.64 mW/μm 2 for stable trapping of a 100 nm polystyrene particle. In addition, it provides a label-free detection of the trapped particle by observing the extinction spectrum. The sensitivity to trapped target size of 71 pm redshift in peak wavelength per 1 nm increase of particle size is relatively high compared with those obtained from most near-field tweezers. Furthermore, the footprint of PBN is only 200 nm × 220 nm. The capabilities of the proposed design show a great potential in the application of nanoparticle trapping and sensing.
Introduction
The optical tweezers, firstly introduced by Ashkin et al., have opened a revolutionary method to manipulate tiny neutral particles [1] . By utilizing a single-highly-focused laser beam, the high optical intensity gradient around focal spot exerts trapping force on particle toward focus. This technique provides non-invasive and damage-free handling of particles with three-dimensional degree of freedom. Also, it has inspired many applications in areas of physical and biological sciences. Especially, optical tweezers have been widely applied in biology, such as manipulating live cells [2] - [4] and examining mechanical properties of many types of molecules [5] - [7] . Above discoveries provide us advanced understanding to the nature of fundamental bio-molecules. However, the system of free-space optical tweezers is always massive because of assembly of multiple optical components to achieve a good focused spot. Also, the diffraction-limited focused spot has difficulty in trapping of submicron particles with proper powers without damaging them [1] . An alternative configuration, known as near-field tweezers, can overcome the obstacles above. People found that the subwavelength sized evanescent fields surrounding dielectric or metallic structures can offer a steep and enhanced intensity gradient [8] , [9] . By employing structures with well designed evanescent fields, submicron particles can be rigidly trapped under practical input power. Also, these devices can be fabricated with chip size, which largely shrinks system volume. By further integrating with microfluidic channel, the devices give diversity for precise manipulating particles at chip scale.
As people seek for the tweezers with capability of efficient nanoparticles trapping, the equation of gradient force F gr ad on spherical Rayleigh particle provides a design direction [1] :
where n b is the refractive index of surrounding medium, r is the radius of spherical particle, E is the electric field, and m is the ratio of the refractive index of particle (n p ) to n b . As the force strength is proportional to the gradient of electric (E)-field intensity, optical energy should be condensed as tightly as possible to generate high field intensity and thus large trapping force. For dielectric structures, various designs such as photonic crystal (PhC) cavities [10] - [14] have been proposed and demonstrated for optical trapping of submicron or nanosized particles. However, certain number of PhC periods surrounding cavity is needed to produce greatly confined resonance modes, which results in the device length up to several micrometers. On the other hand, a much compact device can be attained by utilizing metallic structures due to the beyond-diffraction-limit confinement of plasmonic modes. There are works utilizing forces on particles induced by the surface plasmon polariton (SPP) modes on the surface of metal film [15] , [16] , stripe [17] , and nanowire [18] , [19] . But it is hard to make the particles stay at a fixed position because of the propagating nature of SPP mode (unless using two counterpropagating waves [17] , [18] ), and the mode energy is less concentrated in horizontal direction which may lead to limited trapping capability. For the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) mode, the optical energy is localized and highly concentrated around the metallic nanostructures. As a result, high field intensity can be easily achieved. To obtain large trapping force, a variety of nanostructures has been proposed to condense optical energy into nanosized region and attain large field intensity, such as nanodots [20] , nanoblock pair [21] , dipole antennas [22] , [23] , bowtie antennas [24] , [25] , double nanohole [26] , [27] , and bowtie nanoapertures [28] - [30] . The dielectric and metallic tweezers discussed above successfully generate great field intensity and exert strong trapping force on particles, but large fraction of mode energy and highest field intensity actually located inside either dielectric core, transparent substrates, or tens of nanometer sized void region. If more energy could distribute at water surrounding and become accessible to trapping targets, we believe the trapping capability could be largely improved. To achieve this purpose, there are reports working on the re-distribution of the LSPR mode [31] , [32] . In this paper, we propose a metallic nanotweezer named plasmonic bowtie notch (PBN) by adding a metal film to the bottom of plasmonic bowtie aperture (PBA) to realize efficient optical trapping of nanoparticle. Among all plasmonic nanostructures, PBA is frequently selected as trap unit because it possesses lightning-rod and gap effects that enhance the LSPR around the gap, which exerts large trapping force on target. With the help of addition of a metal film, we believe the field of LSPR of PBN would be more accessible to trapping target and thus a further enhanced trapping force can be obtained. Furthermore, the resonance characteristic of PBN can provide extinction spectral peak for particle detection. The event of nanoparticle trapping can be easily known by the peak shift of reflection extinction spectrum instead of complex imaging method. The factors for enhancing trapping force and the optical properties of PBN will be thoroughly investigated and discussed in this study.
Device Design and Simulation Setup
The proposed design is composed of an Au bowtie aperture on top of an Au film with thickness t, and the whole metal structure is supported on a glass substrate (n = 1.45), as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . The aperture is with length L in y direction, gap size g, depth H, and angle of bowtie θ fixed as 90°. The dielectric constant of Au is fitted using Lorentz-Drude model [33] . The device is assumed to be immersed in water surrounding (n = 1.33) as in real situation for suspending trapping targets. Trapping target is chosen as polystyrene sphere (PS, n = 1.59) with diameter (d ) of 100 nm, which is widely used in numerical evaluation for mimicking bio-targets such as viruses. The origin of x-y plane is set at the center of bowtie and the plane of z = 0 is on the top surface of Au layer. We perform three-dimensional finite element method in all simulations based on commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics to explore the optical properties of plasmonic structures. We apply the RF module to calculate the electromagnetic field distribution in steady state. All the external boundaries of the simulation domain are surrounded by perfectly matched layers (PMLs). A plane wave with E-field polarized in x direction is normally illuminated at the top surface of Au layer from water surrounding to excite the resonance mode [see Fig. 1(a) ]. In all simulations, six apexes of bowtie are rounded with 10 nm in radius in the x-y plane considering fabrication feasibility. The corners in vertical direction remain un-rounded for simplification of modeling. It is worthy to note that when sharp corners are rounded, although field intensity becomes lower, mode distribution becomes more extended to the surrounding. As a result, the trapping force is enlarged [25] . Then the optical force on particle is obtained through postprocessing. As the particle encounters dramatic field distribution variation, the forces are evaluated using Maxwell stress tensor without approximation [34] . Since the simulation results are in steady state, we obtain the total force F on particle by integrating the time-averaged Maxwell stress tensor on the surface enclosing the particle:
where
I represents the time-averaged Maxwell stress tensor,n is the unit vector perpendicular to the integration surface, B is the magnetic flux density, D is the electric displacement, H is the magnetic field, and I is the isotropic tensor.
Characteristic Study
First, the trapping capabilities of PBN and PBA are evaluated. To ensure fair comparison, we set L = 200 nm, g = 30 nm, and H = 100 nm for both PBA and PBN. The only difference between PBN and PBA is that PBN is with an addition of Au bottom film. The single PS is placed above the gap of bowtie with a 15 nm separation from the top surface of Au layer (centered at coordinate (0, 0, 65 nm)) in both structures, shown as the inset of Fig. 1(b) . The spectra of vertical trapping force (F z , the optical force component in z direction) provided by structures with different film thicknesses t (ranging from 0 to 100 nm) are shown in Fig. 1(b) . The force is normalized by the intensity of excitation wave in unit of W/μm 2 . The dip in each spectrum represents the occurrence of LSPR excitation. At the dip wavelength, the enhanced field of LSPR mode distributed around the gap induces strong trapping force on PS toward the gap. Fig. 1(c) shows the E-field intensity enhancement distributions at dip wavelengths for structures with t = 0, 10, 20, 60, and 100 nm. When PBA (t = 0) evolves into PBN with t = 10 nm, an obvious maximum F z strength enhancement and blueshift of spectrum are observed. If t is further increased, the maximum F z strength and spectrum blueshift keep increasing until t = 60 nm owing to two effects provided by the addition of Au film. First, the film acts as a mirror and reflects the wave used to transmit through aperture. The reflected wave is re-coupled with the gap of structure and the resonance field is enhanced. Second, the screening effect offered by Au film pushes the induced charges vertically away from the bottom of notch. As induced charges tend to accumulate around the gap of bowtie structure due to gap and lightning-rod effects, they can be further compressed to the top surface of PBN. As a result, more fraction of mode energy is concentrated around the two top corners at gap region, which can be more accessible to trapping targets. But for PBA, charges evenly distribute along the sidewalls at gap region. Therefore, the mode energy also uniformly distributes along sidewalls and is hard to be accessed by target. Fig. 1(c) shows that PBNs are indeed with higher field intensities at the two top corners than the PBA. Accordingly, the LSPR mode of PBN can induce stronger trapping force on PS than the one of PBA. Since the two effects provided by the bottom Au film increase as t increases, the field intensity at top corners and hence the maximum strength of F z increase with t, which can be observed in Fig. 1(b) and (c). On the other hand, more charges being pushed toward the top surface of PBN weakens plasmon coupling within the gap, so the dip wavelength of PBN is shorter than the one of PBA and blueshifts as t increases owing to the stronger screening effect. When t is larger than 60 nm, the spectrum of F z remains nearly unchanged because the influences of the two effects saturate and reach their maxima. This can be supported from the almost the same intensity distributions of t = 60 and 100 nm in Fig. 1(c) . Thus, the effect of substrate to PBN as t is thicker than 60 nm can be neglected and the substrate can be replaced by other materials. To conclude, PBN with the help of addition of Au film clearly exhibits much better trapping capability than PBA. The strength of F z at dip wavelength by PBN is 2.55 times stronger than that by PBA. In the following discussions, t of PBN is chosen as 60 nm for fabrication consideration.
Next, we investigate the optical properties of PBN by tuning the parameters L and g. The schematic illustration of simulation settings is shown in Fig. 2(a) . Single 100 nm PS is used to evaluate trapping force and placed at the same position above the gap (centered at coordinate (0, 0, 65 nm)). Here, H is fixed as 100 nm. We set different combinations of L (from 100 to 600 nm) and g (from 5 to 50 nm) to observe the variation of F z spectrum. All spectra are obtained above the wavelength of 620 nm to avoid the interband transitions in Au [23] . Simulation shows that there is only single dip in each spectrum due to the excitation of LSPR, confirmed by examining the intensity distribution at dip wavelength. Fig. 2(b) and (c) show the dip wavelength (λ dip ) and the strength of F z at dip wavelength (|F z | at λ dip ) in each spectrum. λ dip increases as either L increasing or g decreasing, which can be explained by the variation of plasmon coupling within PBN. Under fixed L, smaller g gives rise to stronger plasmon coupling between sidewalls at gap region because of the gap effect. And under fixed g, more charges can be induced by incident wave as L increases, also causing stronger plasmon coupling. From Fig. 2(c) , there is always an optimal L for |F z | at λ dip under fixed g, and |F z | at λ dip increases as g decreases from 50 to 10 nm. But when g further decreases to 5 nm, most |F z | at λ dip surprisingly decrease. Generally, higher field intensity should induce stronger trapping force. Thus, we monitor the intensity enhancement of each PBN at the position where the greatest field intensity occurs, as indicated in Fig. 2(a) . Under fixed g, the variation of intensity enhancement reveals a similar trend as the one of |F z | at λ dip , as shown in Fig. 2(d) . To explain the variation of intensity enhancement, we can use the distribution of induced charges around the gap of PBN. Higher local charge density leads to higher local field intensity. The capability of accumulating charges around the gap depends on not only the gap and lightning-rod effects. The screening effect from the outer ring of notch also pushes charges to the central apexes of PBN. The pushing on charges is stronger when charges are closer to the outer ring of notch. Charges tend to more tightly accumulate around the gap for PBN with shorter L. But fewer charges are induced, which eventually leads to low local charge density. On the other hand, PBN with longer L can induce more charges. But the charges tend to loosely distribute along the lateral edges around the gap, which also results in low local charge density. As a result, there is an optimal L under fixed g for largest charge density accumulated at the two top corners around the gap of PBN and thus highest intensity enhancement, which can be observed from Fig. 2(e) . Under fixed L, intensity enhancement keeps increasing while g decreases due to the gap effect, as shown in Fig. 2(d) . When g decreases, the capability of accumulating charges around the gap and the field intensity are enhanced. This variation does not totally match with the one of |F z | at λ dip . The force experienced by the target with fixed size is determined by both the degree of target-field overlap and field intensity around the target. Although plasmonic nanostructure with smaller gap offers better mode confinement with higher field intensity, the degree of target-field overlap is lower. We can observe that the increase of intensity enhancement is more and more significant but the increase of |F z | at λ dip becomes less and less obvious when g decreases. This is because the decrease of degree of target-field overlap slows down the increase of |F z | at λ dip . When the influence of the degree of target-field overlap dominants, |F z | at λ dip becomes smaller, which can be seen from Fig. 2(c) as g decreasing from 10 to 5 nm. From above investigations, PBN can induce strong trapping force with L in the range from 200 to 300 nm. In the following discussions, L of PBN is chosen as 200 nm for compact device footprint.
Last, we investigate the optical properties of PBN by setting different combinations of H (from 50 to 250 nm) and g (from 5 to 50 nm). Fig. 3(a) and (b) show λ dip and |F z | at λ dip in each spectrum. We observe that a second dip appears in spectrum when H is larger than 150 nm. By examining intensity enhancement distributions, the dip with longer wavelength is caused by the LSPR mode and the one with shorter wavelength is by the Fabry-Pérot (F-P) mode. Fig. 3(c) shows the distribution at shorter λ dip of PBN with H = 250 nm and g = 20 nm. Compared with the LSPR mode, this mode is with one addition node inside the gap as a result of the interference between forward and backward SPP modes. As SPP mode propagates along the sidewalls at gap region, severe propagation loss occurs due to metal absorption. The field intensity around the two top corners at gap region is less enhanced, which results in much weaker trapping force than those provided by the LSPR modes, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . Therefore, we focus on the LSPR mode since it is more suitable for nanoparticle trapping than the F-P mode. λ dip of the LSPR mode increases as either H increasing or g decreasing. Similar with the effect of increasing L, the induced charges increase when H increases, resulting stronger plasmon coupling within PBN, and thus spectrum redshift. And the redshift of spectrum caused by decreasing g is due to the gap effect. There is always an optimal H for |F z | at λ dip for the LSPR mode under fixed g and the optimal H decreases as g decreases. When g decreases from 50 to 20 nm, |F z | at λ dip is enhanced. But when g further decreases to 5 nm, most |F z | at λ dip decline considerably. As discussed above, the trapping force provided by PBN is influenced by the field distribution and intensity enhancement of the LSPR mode. As shown in Fig. 3(d) , the trend of intensity enhancement variation under fixed g is similar with that of |F z | at λ dip . And the intensity enhancement keeps increasing as g decreases, which is different from the trend of |F z | at λ dip when g decreases from 20 to 5 nm. The variation of intensity enhancement is owing to the distribution of induced charges around the gap of PBN. The pushing on charges from the bottom of notch is stronger when charges are closer to the bottom. Therefore, charges tend to more tightly accumulate around the two top corners at gap region when PBN is with smaller H. However, fewer charges are induced, which leads to low local charge density. On the other hand, PBN with larger H can induce more charges. But the charges loosely distribute along the sidewalls at gap region, which also results in low local charge density. As a result, there is an optimal H under fixed g for largest charge density accumulated around the two top corners at gap region and thus highest intensity enhancement, which can be observed from Fig. 3(e) . For g = 10 nm, the field intensity around the two top corners at gap region is strongly enhanced as H increases from 50 to 100 nm. When H further increases to 250 nm, the field intensity around top corners slightly decreases and more portion of mode energy distributes deeply inside the notch. For g = 50 nm, the field intensity around top corners keeps increasing as H increases from 50 to 250 nm. The evolution of intensity enhancement distribution is consistent with the behavior of induced charges. When g decreases, the intensity enhancement and the capability of accumulating charges are improved due to the gap effect. Induced charges can distribute more easily along the sidewalls at gap region, causing the decrease of optimal H. We can also observe that the mode field is more confined at gap region as g decreases, which leads to the decrease of the degree of target-field overlap. When g decreases from 50 to 20 nm, the increase of |F z | at λ dip becomes smaller. And as g further decreases from 20 to 5 nm, the decrease of the degree of target-field overlap dominants over the increase of intensity enhancement, which causes the decrease of |F z | at λ dip . The strongest |F z | occurs when H = 150 nm and g = 20 nm, and the corresponding λ dip of 1154 nm falls in the range of 750 to 1200 nm, suitable for trapping bio-targets for minimized photo-damage to target [13] 
Analysis of Particle Trapping and Sensing
The capability of nanoparticle trapping provided by the optimized PBN under fixed excitation wavelength of 1154 nm is analyzed. To know how stable the particle can be trapped, we assume that 100 nm PS is attracted toward the gap of PBN and stays above the gap with a 15 nm separation from the top surface of PBN. The black curve in Fig. 4(a) shows the evolution of optical force in x component (F x ) when the PS moves along the path in x direction with y = 0 and z = 65 nm. Since the field of LSPR mode highly concentrates around the gap of PBN, the direction of F x always points to the center of bowtie and the equilibrium of F x occurs at the position x = 0. We then integrate F x along the path to obtain the optical potential experienced by the PS and the zero potential is set at infinite away from PBN. The blue curve in Fig. 4(a) shows the corresponding potential distribution in x direction (U x ). A criterion widely used for stable trapping requires the potential depth ( U ) larger than 10 k B T for suppressing Brownian motion, where k B is the Boltzmann constant and T is the system temperature [1] . Here we set T as room temperature 300 K. To compare with the energy of Brownian motion, U x is arranged and normalized by the intensity of excitation wave in the unit of k B T/(W/μm 2 ). There is only single stable position with U x of 15739 k B T/(W/μm 2 ) at x = 0. Fig. 4(b) shows the trapping characteristics when the PS moves along the path in y direction with x = 0 and z = 65 nm. The direction of optical force in y component (F y ) also always points to the center of bowtie and the equilibrium of F y occurs at the position y = 0. For the potential distribution in y direction (U y ), the deepest U y of 16929 k B T/(W/μm 2 ) happens at y = 0. Compared with Fig. 4(a) , Fig. 4(b) shows larger maximum force strength and thus larger potential depth. This is because the resonance field is more extended in y direction leading to larger degree of target-field overlap. As a result, minimum excitation intensity of 0.64 mW/μm 2 is needed to achieve stable trapping of 100 nm PS at x = y = 0, where U x is 10 k B T and U y is 10.8 k B T . The trapping characteristics in z direction are examined by moving the PS along the path in z direction with x = y = 0, as shown in Fig. 4(c) . The direction of F z is always toward the top surface of PBN and F z becomes significantly stronger as the PS gets closer and overlaps more with the intense field. From the potential distribution in z direction (U z ), a U z of 11.1 k B T can be reached at z = 65 nm under excitation intensity of 0.64 mW/μm 2 . Therefore, we confirm that single 100 nm PS can be stably trapped at position x = y = 0, and z = 65 nm with threshold excitation intensity (I th ) of 0.64 mW/μm 2 . The I th for PS with different d are calculated and shown in Fig. 4(d) . Because the force experienced by larger particle is stronger, the I th decreases as d increases. The excitation intensity of PBN is relatively small compared to many prior works using particles with similar indices and sizes [1] , [30] - [32] . At these ultralow excitation intensities, the thermal problem should be insignificant and would not disturb the trapping phenomenon. If necessary, the glass substrate can be replaced by a heat sink to ease the thermal problem [31] , [32] .
In addition to ultralow excitation intensity, PBN provides very precise nanoparticle trapping since there is only single hot spot at gap region. But it is hard to visually observe the trapping of targets with sizes below the diffraction limit. To solve this issue, targets labeled with fluorescent molecules are commonly used, which may influence the natural characteristic of the target and the fluorescent intensity would decay with time [13] . A label-free method for detecting the event of nanoparticle trapping is through the reflection extinction spectrum. Fig. 4(e) shows the normalized extinction spectra when trapping PS with different sizes ranging from 25 to 400 nm, and the spectrum without PS is also provided. All particles are assumed to be trapped above the gap with a 15 nm separation from the top surface of PBN. Because the LSPR mode experiences an increased effective index of surrounding when PS is trapped, there is a redshift of spectrum when trapping event occurs. The redshift of peak wavelength increases as PS size enlarges due to the increase of the effective index of surrounding. From the linear fitting result shown in Fig. 4(f) , 71 pm redshift in peak wavelength per 1 nm increase of trapped PS size is achieved. This value is relatively larger than those obtained from many near-field tweezers [10] , [11] , [14] . Hence, we can detect the trapping event and recognize the size of trapped target by the amount of peak shift.
Conclusion
We propose a metallic nanotweezer named plasmonic bowtie notch, formed by adding an Au bottom film to the gold bowtie aperture, to achieve efficient optical trapping and detection of nanoparticle. The addition of the Au film makes the transmitted optical energy re-coupled with the gap and pushes induced charges to the two top corners at gap region. As a result, the field of LSPR mode of PBN is largely enhanced and concentrated around the two top corners, which is also more accessible to trapping target. The trapping force provided by PBN is 2.55 times stronger than that by PBA. The trapping force is influenced by not only field intensity around the two top corners but also the degree of target-field overlap. The variation of field intensity is related to the induced charges density at the two top corners, which is a result of lightning-rod effect, gap effect, and screening effect from the bottom and outer ring of notch. The influence of the degree of target-field overlap is more obvious when the gap size is varied due to the varied field confinement. Although a much small gap produces extremely high field intensity, the much confined mode causes lowered degree of target-field overlap, leading to declined trapping force. Single 100 nm PS can be stably and precisely trapped by optimized PBN under an ultralow threshold excitation intensity of 0.64 mW/μm 2 . Moreover, PBN provides a label-free detection to the event of nanoparticle trapping by the redshift in the peak wavelength of extinction spectrum. A high sensitivity to trapped target size of 71 pm redshift in peak wavelength per 1 nm increase of trapped PS size is obtained. Furthermore, PBN is very compact with footprint of 200 nm × 220 nm. Our optimized design can provide efficient trapping and sensitive detection of nanoparticle, which can be a very useful tool in the researches of nanoscience, such as measuring the properties of nanoparticles [26] , analyzing the interactions between bio-particles [12] , and assembling nanomaterials [13] , [30] , [31] .
